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Single crystals are a continuous unbroken solid crystal lattice with
no grain boundaries. They find a wide range of applications, from
semi-conductors, optoelectronics, to applications in aerospace
engines where high-temperature creep and fatigue resistance are
required. Perfect single crystals of practical size are exceedingly
rare in nature and difficult to produce in a laboratory, albeit, they can
be made under precisely controlled conditions.
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During solidification, dendrites are the predominant structure and
form with a solute profile significantly different to the nominal solute
content of the alloy. The primary spacing controls the segregation
process and determines the distribution of inhomogenities in the
material; thus, influencing the final mechanical properties.
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The aim of this work is to develop a new methodology for
assessing primary spacing variation over a bulk microstructure in a
manner that is accurate, rapid, and automatic. The purpose to
elucidate unknown relationships between primary spacing
disorder, local dendritic packing and the bulk process variables.
This is achieved by: 1) determining dendritic cores automatically
and 2) developing an algorithm to determine locally interacting
neighbours.
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Dendritic cores mapped close to 100% accuracy.
Local primary spacing determined with classic gaussian fit.
Packing patterns can determine local primary spacing.
Hexagonal, 𝑁6 , packing most frequent formed.
Local primary spacing increases with increase in nearest
interacting neighbours (coordination number, 𝑁)
6) 𝑁6 packing has similar average local primary spacing to that of the
bulk array.
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